Wellness Orbit is a world-class digital training platform for companies, dedicated to advancing
human capacity in a hybrid and unique way. Trainings provide curated content, real skills and
real change. Anytime. Anywhere. Companies can choose from a single training or an annual
membership and cater to the different developmental needs of all employees in one go.
______

TRAINING 1: “PERFORMING UNDER PRESSURE”

In this training, entrepreneurs, top experts (who are most vulnerable to burnout) and driven
employees acquire effective tools for resilience, time management and concentration. The
training is composed and conducted by Dr. Med. Helena Lass (psychiatrist).
Businesses need people with the capacity to think, plan and act creatively to solve problems. Stress,
pressure and burnout have unfortunately become the norm, jeopardizing all of this.

► What if stress is not an inevitable part of life and we just lack systematic intra-personal skills?
► What if we could learn to manage life events and foster our potential in an aware way?

PARTICIPANT EXPERIENCE AND BENEFITS:
1 Develops personal resilience: Understands
own stress level and burnout risk and is
capable to develop adequate proactive
methods for prevention (facilitated by specific
workbook);
2 Is sustainable in reaching goals: Receives
practical tools to recognize stress and burnout
that jeopardize health while working under
pressure;
3 Endures adversity better: An integrated view
of how our agendas, reflexes and habits drive
our behavior on a daily basis leads to a
possibility to obtain much more flexibility in
how we deal with adversity and change;
4 Has better concentration skills: Understands
what is awareness and how to manage
attention, train focus and concentration;

5 In overall, is less "stressed": These people are
less "edgy", more open to new ideas an just
nicer to work with;
6 Satisfaction and presence: Knows on how to
make every moment count; Be present at work
when working and be able to recharge when
relaxing;
7 Reduced perfectionism syndrome: Instead of
striving to be perfect (one of the main reasons
for not delegating, feeling to be irreplacable
and eventually burning out) learns about
principles of impeccable action;
8 Wise use of energy and time: Better clarity on
one's purpose and ability to manage events in
time, more accurate decisions, stronger
cohesiveness and consistently better results at
work. (facilitated by specific workbook);

MAKE YOUR COMPANY A MEMBER!

